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Treasure Hunters (Series 1)

23 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Colonel Fawcett's Dream

In 1925 the eternal myth of El Dorado lured Percy Fawcett to make a fatal expedition. After
following known trails he had to venture into the unknown jungles. He disappeared without a trace
on his way to the Xingu Indians on the Mato Grosso in Brazil.

2. The Golden Hell

Hans Hoffmann left his comfortable life in the mountains of Austria in search of wealth and
adventure. After years of travelling he finally settled down on the Rio Madeira in Brazil and began
searching for gold in the river’s brown waters. Will he find enough gold from the riverbed to pay for
his work and his expenses?

3. The Black King of Zimbabwe

The proud era of African warriors ended with the last Matabele King in Zimbabwe, the land of
Solomon. King Lobengula inherited the kingdom of his father, and being a fair and just ruler, his
people became strong, happy and wealthy. The treasures Lobengula protected from the white
man are still hidden somewhere in Zimbabwe, and the search for continues today.

4. Fire in the Stone

Searching for opals in the Australian outback: Coober Pedy – the success story of a desert
backwater. No town, buildings, nor streets, only desert, strewn with mounds of rubble – for opal
prospectors this is the most exciting place on earth. Here they live without comfort in barren land.
Here they have absolute freedom, no taxes, no government, only the law of their work and the
country.

5. Rubies of the Golden Triangle

Rubyland – that’s what the Burmese call their country, which is famous for its blood-red gems.
Burma’s precious stones are hauled in a crisis region, in Loi Sauk Thauk, the blockaded area and
war zone. In days of yore, these rubies were the property of the maharajahs. Today, the military
government pulls all the strings in the commerce of the red ruby.
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6. Doomsday in Port Royal

Port Royal was a small island in the Caribbean Sea. When the war between England and Spain
for the riches of the New World threatened Jamaica, the governor invited pirates to make Port
Royal to their harbour hoping they would protect the island from the Spanish armada. Today,
under the waters, the gold and the precious jewels wait to be discovered.

7. The Gold Fishers

The hunt for sunken treasure is Herbert Humphreys’ profession. In 1986 he found a Spanish
galleon, and since then fortune has favoured him. One of his most spectacular discoveries was
the North Carolina, whose sinking shocked all of America in the 19th century. Many senators on
their way from Wellington to Charleston drowned when this ship sank, each with their annual
salary in gold…

8. Mussolini's Gold

When Mussolini began the occupation of Eritrea and Ethiopia with his forces, he asked the Italian
people to contribute to the victory with their private gold. He filled the state treasury with gold rings
and coins. But the truckloads of gold, jewels and diamonds disappeared. What happened in
Dongo in 1945? Where is Mussolini’s gold?

9. Diamonds of the Orange River

The waters of the Orange River have carried diamonds into the sea for centuries. The diamond
rush, however, began in Kimberley, hundreds of miles inland. Since its beginning, thousands of
workers have been digging holes and tunnels, which became increasingly deep and dangerous.
Today, the mouth of the Orange River in South Africa’s Wild West is one of the most adventurous
diamond prospecting sites of our time.

10. The Mystery of Old Slumach

The Salish Indian Slumach lived in British Columbia a hundred years ago. Each year in spring, he
disappeared for months into the Pitt Lake Mountains and reappeared in late fall. Whenever he
returned, he brought a sack of gold. Time and again, treasure hunters set off in search for
Slumach’s legendary gold vein. Many of them never return.

11. Treasure of the Desert Fox

A fortune lies buried in the Gulf of Bastia: General Rommel’s legendary treasure. A former SS-
man has broken his silence and tells us what happened. The sea is deep and over time the rivers
from the Corsican mountains heaped sand and gravel onto the treasure chests and boxes. The
difficult treasure hunt for the gold begins.

12. The Old Rebel and his Gold
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Where is the treasure of Pancho Villa, a revolutionary and Mexican Robin Hood? Led by
Professor Prieto, we ride into the mountains of the Sierra with a group of Mexicans. Our troupe of
riders pass through the land of the Apaches who believe that to search for the booty brings bad
luck. Pancho Villa’s widow still lives in Juarez on the Rio Grande. Does she know the key?

13. Scilly Islands

Europe's greatest ship graveyard lies some 24 nautical miles off Land’s End, the south western tip
of Great Britain. The cliffs of Scilly Islands have been the doom of many a vessel. Attempts to
recover the potential riches at the bottom of the sea are extremely dangerous here; many divers
have perished in the strong currents and mighty waves of the Atlantic Ocean.

14. The Treasure of the Sea Devil

During World War I, Felix Graf Luckner was given the nickname Sea Devil, thanks to his
audacious sea battles, in which he pirated both English and American ships. The story of his
treasure is full of adventure. Luckner has remained a legendary figure in the archives of German
marine history, but one question stays unanswered: where is his gold?

15. Peralta's Deadly Mine

The Superstition Mountains in the wild west of Arizona once belonged to the Indian gods – and
those who come too close must die. On top of the threat from Apaches, pumas and rattlesnakes
some sixty treasure hunters have been shot dead, among them businessmen, adventurers and
professional gold prospectors. Who is the secret murderer guarding the Indian gold?

16. The Money Pit

The Canadian Oak Island: for 200 years the site of a passionate, desperate treasure hunt. Today,
Oak Island’s landscape is ghost-like. Treasure hunters, dreamers and speculators have dug up
the entire island. The quest swallows more money than it pays, but the obsessed go right on
digging.

17. Lost Shipwrecks in Australia

Australian coastal waters are the site of one of the world’s largest ship graveyards. Treacherous
winds and giant breakers threw unfortunate vessels onto the cliffs. The Tasmanian Sea is where
many ships broke up on the rocky coasts of Flinders Island and Kings Island. On board of these
vessels following the old East-India route were chests full of gold and silver coins – intended for
purchases of silk, ivory and Chinese porcelain.

18. Lassetter's Goldreef

Harold Lassetter was Australia’s most famous gold prospector. He discovered a magnificent, huge
gold reef in the mountainous deserts of Central Australia and set off a gold rush. Lassetter’s
‘million dollar baby’ is located within an Aborigine reservation. The hunt goes on, as Lassetter’s
son continues his father’s treasure hunt.
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19. Hideout of the Pirate Le Vasseur

For years an American by the name of Wilson has been investing millions of dollars in the quest
for Le Vasseur’s treasure hiding place. He now faces some stiff competition. Two young islanders
present skulls and Polaroid photos of parts of the loot. Two treasure hunting teams trying to find a
pirates’ treasure – it is a race against time.

20. The Treasure of Lima

In the sands of the fascinating Galápagos Islands, a golden Madonna lies buried. The old caves
on the lava islands were once hiding places for pirates. Treasure hunters seeking the golden
Madonna have only found barrels and spoons thus far. A team of men collaborated to try their luck
one more time. What began just for the fun of it ended in a mad search.

21. The Mystery of the Knights Templar

The mysterious Knights Templar, oppressed by church and state, hid their treasures in the French
Pyrenees. This drama began in the year 1307 – when the Inquisition priests accused the Knights
Templar of making a pact with the Devil in return for wealth and power. The Order of the Templars
was enormously rich, and only a fraction of its holdings ever landed in the coffers of the popes or
kings…

22. The Gold of the Gods

The time: the Spanish conquista. The place: Cajamarca in Perú, setting of a short massacre. 183
Spanish soldiers versus 30,000 Inca warriors. When it was all over, a powerful army was
defeated, a realm destroyed, its rulers taken captive, and the hunt for the gold of the centuries
opened. What followed was a conquest in the name of gold.

23. Kruger's Lost Millions

South-African leader Oom Kruger's fortune of gold: the state treasury of the Boers was buried
during the war with England somewhere in the wilds of Africa – and until this day has never been
found. The international press reported that President Kruger had taken the Boer state treasury
with him…


